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Runtime:25 min2015 -    2016 (Ended)
Genres:Action, Drama, Fantasy, Adventure, Animation
Network:MBS
The Heroic Legend of Arslan (2015) is a Japanese Anime which aired on MBS. The series premiered on 5 April 2015.
 
 In the prosperous kingdom of Pars lies the Royal Capital of Ecbatana, a city of splendor and wonder, ruled by the undefeated and fearsome King Andragoras. Arslan is the young and curious prince of Pars who, despite his best efforts, doesn't seem to have what it takes to be a proper king like his father.
 
 At the age of 14, Arslan goes to his first battle and loses everything as the blood-soaked mist of war gives way to scorching flames, bringing him to face the demise of his once glorious kingdom. However, it is Arslan's destiny to be a ruler, and despite the trials that face him, he must now embark on a journey to reclaim his fallen kingdom.



Actors
3 votes

Daryun (voice)
Yoshimasa Hosoya
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Arslan (voice)
Yuusuke Kobayashi
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Narsus (voice)
Namikawa Daisuke
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Elam (voice)
Natsuki Hanae
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Kubard (voice)
Kenta Miyake
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Falangies (voice)
Maaya Sakamoto
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Seasons

Season 1
0 / 25
Season 1

Season 2
0 / 8
Season 2
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Reviews (0)
There are no reviews of the series The Heroic Legend of Arslan (2015).
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Suggestions
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Yona of the Dawn
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Kabaneri of the Iron Fortress
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Fullmetal Alchemist: Brotherhood
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Cowboy Bebop
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D.Gray-man
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Ergo Proxy
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TV Guide
Choose per series where you want be kept informed of. For instance new episodes or start of a new season.


Discover series

Looking for new series? There must be one among the more than 21.200 series. And otherwise the community of 498.000 members can assist you.


Everything about TV-series
We have all the information about your favorite TV series. From the latest news or reviews till a list of the episodes.
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